SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Cybersecurity Program
Leadership (CISO)

The risks associated with inadequate cybersecurity
infrastructure can no longer be ignored, as the number of
detected incidents and data losses are increasing exponentially
every year. Companies have a fiduciary responsibility to their
customers, shareholders and employees to develop a
cybersecurity posture that prevents an attack and mitigates its
impact if one does occur.
Not every organization has a Chief Information Security Officer
(CISO) in place to manage a robust cybersecurity program. If
your organization is lacking a dedicated CISO, Cimphoni offers
a variety of options to fulfill this vital role for your organization.
Our experienced leaders can come into your organization on a
temporary basis as an Interim Chief Information Security
Officer (CISO), a virtual/part-time CISO or a CISO Coach, to
align with your needs.

There are two types of
companies – those that
have been hacked and
those that don’t yet know
they have been hacked.
What steps is your
organization taking to
secure your most
valuable data assets?

The beneﬁts of bringing a Cimphoni expert in to lead your
cybersecurity programs are:
•

Cimphoni consultants will assess your threat
landscape and trends as well as your current
security posture/risk levels.

•

We will build out a specific roadmap to lower
your organization’s risk to an acceptable level
that is aligned with your business strategy and
technology strategy.

•

Cimphoni experts have the experience and
skills to take your organization through the
transformative process to achieve compliance
or certification.
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CYBERSECURITY & RISK MANAGEMENT

Interim CISO
In many organizations, there may not be a Chief Information Security Office (CISO) or
the CISO role is a secondary role for someone with a different “day job.” There is no
cybersecurity strategy, there is little alignment with business activities, and cybersecurity
tasks are performed by different parts of the IT organization as secondary functions or as
byproducts of other IT processes. In this situation, an experienced interim CISO may be
the best choice to take your organization through the required transformative process.

Virtual CISO
Some companies may not have the need or budget for a full-time CISO, yet need a
seasoned leader for their security strategy and implementation. One solution is a virtual
CISO who performs similar duties for several companies on a part-time basis. The virtual
CISO brings the knowledge and experience of a seasoned CISO at a lower cost, while
also ensuring that a dedicated resource is focused on your cybersecurity program. Let us
assess if a virtual CISO makes operational and financial sense for your organization.

CISO Coach
If your CISO is new in the role or unfamiliar with certain aspects of the role (ex: PCI
compliance), our experienced cybersecurity executives will help your CISO effectively
transition into the role. The Cimphoni executive may work side-by-side with your CISO to
provide feedback and guide the CISO for a number of ongoing security projects. The
benefit to your organization is getting your CISO effective in the role within minimal time
and without learning lessons “the hard way.”

About Cimphoni

Contact Us

Cimphoni is built on the premise that technology, when properly
applied and led, can deliver innovative solutions that transform
businesses, enrich the products and services we rely on daily,
and improve the quality of our lives. The Cimphoni team is
comprised of technology and business leaders with a thirst for
innovation and a passion for solving problems. Founded in
2012, Cimphoni serves customers throughout the United States
from its headquarters in suburban Milwaukee.

888-365-4176
info@cimphoni.com
www.cimphoni.com

More information can be found at www.cimphoni.com.

